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Dust elintination and dust accumulation problems rþ2qted to entrainment of man-nade mineral

fbre.s (MMMF) in spaces from continuous sources, suclt as interior malerials or mechanical
uentil¿ttion Jì.'.rleøJ, are tli.scussed. Ventilation rates lo¡ver than 4 A,CH haue uit'tualll tt.o e_ffect on

fbres larger than l0 pm which haue maximum potential for causing skin, eye and possibly upper
airway irr¡tation. These fbres ere remoued almost exclusit;ely by sedimentation, They are then
a.uaílable for dcin contact, transfer Dia lhe rtngers to the face and eyes or local redispersion unless
the¡, are const(ntly and fficiently remougd by cleaning. Euen the loadfrom a weak source may be

of importance if accumulation is allowed to occur. The settled fibres møy lhen be rhe cause of
complaints about the indoor enuironment and quanltfcation of MMMF on suìlaces should always
supplement delermination of airborne fibres.

Man-made Mineral Fibres in the Indoor,
Non-industrial Environment

INTROEUCTION

IT IS çqfrently the subject of much concern among
emplgypçp in day-care in¡tiÍl¡tions, schools and office
buildinp in Dc.a¡uark whethçr exposure to man-made
mincrsl ûbres (MMMF) in thc indBor environmçnt çould
pc¡Àrp discomfort or ch¡onb health hazards even at low
levgl$ ççmparg$ to thresþol( limit values for oççu'
petiprial e,{posrr¡rç in industry and on construçtion sítes,

Th€ bulk qf MMMF mptcrial u¡ed lor insulation çon'
rictc of ûbr€ê ryith a brped digmeter distribution +nd with
nodian diamctp¡s in the rauge 3-6 ¡rm. $everal methods
of flùçriane.break the molten mineral up into small
droplcls êfid as there droplçts ar€ swept out at high
ve¡oprty, fibrcs arç formed out of 'tails' frem thc head
qf thp dfoplet. Non-fìbçrizçd droplets appearing in thç

mioçrel woql qflçn have part ol the tail sticking out aç

sPigulça an{ qrg rçfçrred to as 'rhot¡'. Thcir sizç can ba

from rçvffal miçrons to sçveral millimçt¡cs.
Thcsqurcso qf MMMF in the non'industrial, but ocÇu-

p4tional, cnvirpnments flre rçlatsd tç interior material
surfaçe$ cgntaiaing MMMF, ouçh ac acoustic ceiling
bgard¡;'rv8ll çgvsrirìg$ and flqo. materials as well as

thrmel in¡ulatiçn, MEchanical ventilation systems with
Íïtoble mi$eral wool uoed in silcncers and air ducts could

b a qourço loo'
It has alsq bçon shçwn that MMMF lrom thc thermal

iqsulntign in one-atorey buildinga arç ablç to peDçlrate
thç vaFour harricr [].

Sm¡rtifig +yes, waterin8 Qyçs, swollcn eyelids, dis-
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turbance of sight, increase in conjunctival hvperaemia
and smarting in the nose have been reported as acute
symptomE of exposure to MMMF in indoor spaces with
ceiling boards of compressed mineral wool [2].

However, tlrese reports wpfe not followed up by assess-

rnent ol thc exposure level as meaoured in frbres per cubic
metre (f m-r) or speeification ol frbre size distribution.
It is known, that MMMF $ources can build up con-
ççntrations of airborne MMMF of the order of 100-
100,000 I m- 3, but in most cases lçss than 10.000 f m- 3

at tbe upper conûdencç limit value [1, 3]. This is less

than l/100 of the tentative Danish TLV for occupational
çxpoture which io 106 f m-3 (respirable, i.e. diameter

ç 3 lm) for a workday çxpoture in lactories or on
construçtion sites. The median diameter is usually of
the ordcr of I ¡rm.

Il has also been shown [" 3] that MMMF can açcumu-
late in considerable number$ on surfaces which are ovçr-
lookod in thç routine cleaning procedure. The median
diamctçr of these settled fibres was 3-4 ¡rm. Approxi-
matçly 5% had diameters exceeding l0 ¡rm. The skin-
irntation potential is virtually non'existenl for fibre
diametcrs less than 5 pm and increases to maximum
potential for diameters exceeding l0 Am [a].

The potential of exposure to the low airborne MMMF
levels to çause discomlort to occupants, and especially

the role of the airborne flbre concentration as compared
to scttled fibres, has been discussed [3]. It was concluded
that scttled fibres may be more important thao airborne
frbrcs in causing skin and eye irritation. Fibrc transfer
could, lor example, be by direct transler to the skin or
by transfer via fingers to the face artd eyes, in a similar
way as prsviously desqribed for industrial settings [5]. It
has bcen reported that irritation from body contact with
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clothing or other articles such as bed sheets, which have
been washed with ûbrous glass textiles, or in a container
previously used for washing without thorough cleaning,
may result in irritation [5]. One can therefore expect that
for example, children playing on pillows, mattresses, etc.
in kindergartens also experience skin irritation lrom
settled fibres. Proper showering is not able to com-
pletely remove MMMF lrom the skin ol workers [6],
Thus, once MMMF have contaminated textiles such as
carpets, cushions and mattresses or even ctothes, they
may be hard to get rid of.

Redispersion of settled MMMF can give rise to loca-
lized concentrations ol coarse fibres which may be
inhaled. Inhalation ol large amounts ol MMMF are
known to give respiratory tract irritation [7]. As a rule of
thumb one can state that fibres with diameters larger
than 3 4m (non-respirable) will deposit in the upper air-
ways and bronchi, whereas respirable fibres penetrate
deep into the lung and can reach the alveoli. No infor-
mation is available regarding a more detailed size-specific
irritation potential.

It follows lrom this discussion that coarse ûbres, i.e.
with diameters exceeding 34 ¡tm, and especially ûbres
settled onto surfaces are an important factor to be con-
sidered in the indoor environment.

The present paper discusses the relative effect of ven-
tilation vs cleaning on controlling exposure to MMMF
in the indoor environment. Simplifying assumptions have
to be made; in particular that fibres once settled are not
redispersed.

In a discussion of the significance of ventilation for the
sedimentation of particles, MMMF as a contaminant
may be unique. The reason is that it turns out that the
importance ol settling as compared to ventilation as a
removal mechanism of airborne fibres changes drastically
over the diameter interval lrom 5-10 pm, the same inter-
val in rvhich the skin irritation potential changes lrom
non-existent to maximum.

THE FIBRE ELIMINATION
PROBLEM

The effect ol ventilation and sedimentation on con-
centration and size distribution of airborne particles has
received attention over the years with regard to bac-
teria-including their settling. The concentration of
fibres of any diameter and length will likewise depend
on the source type and strength as well as the dilution
ventilation rate and the sedimentation rates lor different
particle size, shape and density.

The average residence time in the air environment ol
entering fibres is an illustrative measure ol the combined
effects of ventilation and sedimentation and will thus be
calculated using a simple, existing mathematical model.

The overall air quality condition in the interior
ol buildings is virtually not constant round the clock,
but is influenced by changes in the strength of the
sources caused by changes in movements and activity in
the building. In addition, changes in ventilation rates
and turbulence in the internal air currents may cause
corresponding changes in local concentrations and
re-entrainment of particles from surface layers.

Multi-compartment models have been developed [8].

The mixing is modelled as the combined transport ol
pollutants by the net flow of ventilation air through the
compartment as well as the intra-compartment mixing
caused by eddies. These models do not work for particles
having large settling velocities compared to the average
velocity of ventilating air through the compartments.
Exchange oflarge particles due to eddies will depend on
local air velocity, in close proximity to particle sources.

The proper modelling thus gets very complex.
However, the use ol complex models may only be oî
limited benefit to an understanding ol the present
problem, partly because one important factor, the redis-
persion of settled dust, is not well characterìzed theo-
retically. For simplicity we will thus only consider the
well-known model ol an enclosed space with constant
sources and elimination rates, no resuspension and with
unilorm flbre distribution in the air (one-compartment
model).

The mass balance equation of fibres lor the volume ol
space W (mr) loaded by a fibre generation rate G(u)
(f h-') o[flbres with settling speed u (m h-') and venti-
lated by air flow rate Q (mr h-r) is given by

dCGUC
dr: W_N(C_C')_E (t)

where

C : fibre concentration in the room air (f m-r)
C, : frbre concentration in the ventilating air (f m- r)

N : QlW, venrilation rate (h-r)
fI : ceiling height (m).

The solution of equation (l) for constant G and C'is

. H(GlW+ NC')
(u+ NH)

Cb.O\_ H(GIW+ NC'\
' (u+ NH)

For , - co (steady-state concentration) one has

, (Glw+NC',)H
LID.:D I : 

-

' (u+ NH)
(3)

Tþe lollowing simplifying assumprions have been made:

(Ð The concentration and size distribution of MMMF
incoming with the ventilating air is constant.

(ii) The number of fibres on rhe surfaces ol the
MMMF-containing material ready to take off lor
entrainment is constant, which means that any
aging effect or effect of climatic changes is not taken
lnto account.

(iii) Convection currents and turbulent diffusion in the
enclosed space maintain a uniform concentration
of fibres, but the velocities are not so high as to
redisperse settled ûbres.

(iv) The dust is assumed to be dispersed into the space
evenly distributed. Except close to the source, this
is a lair approximation owing to (iii).

(v) Fibre removal is. only by sedimentation. Brownian
diffusion and deposition oflarger fibres onto floor,
walls and ceiling by turbulent diffusion is neglected.
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The average residence time 0 ol a contaminant is defrned

0: (4)

C(t) dt

where C(l) is the concentration lollowing a pulse injec-
tion at time /:0 [8]. For C(u, r) given by formula (l)

oþ)) -- -- 
H 

(5)(NH+u)'

Notice that C' is of no importance, since 0 is the residence
time of individual fibres.

The settling speed u (m h-') ol fibres can be approxi-
mated by [9]

u: kD'L'.

We will use the expression,

u :0.l8LDt 7r¿o 267mh- I

Po

where po is unit density, and D and Z are in ¡lm.
The average residence time lor the fibres having an

aspect ratio of LID: 20 and a density 2.5 g cm-r in the
airborne state will be given by equation (4) and is shown
for air change rates N:0.25, 0.5, l, 2,4, 8 and 16

(ACH) in Fig. I in a log-log diagram with residence time
calculated in seconds. The ceiling height is assumed to be

2.80 m in the example as a common value in day-care
institutions and schools. For fibres with diameter larger
than l0 ¡m. settling is apparently the predominant
mechanism bf eümination from the airborne state,
which is executed within less than a lew minutés.

AVERAGE RESIDENCE TIME

SECONDS
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For the smallest and respirable fibres the dilution ven-
tilation rate is dominating, under the assumption that
the ventilating air is clean air.

It is also illustrative to calculate the ratio E-the rate
ol removal by sedimentation divided by the rate of
removal by ventilation (see Fig. l):

E:L (8)
NH'

Ventilation rates less than 4 ACH have virtuallv no effect
on fibres with diameters exceeding l0 ¡tm, and ventilation
rates less than L0 ACH have very little effect on the removal
of fibres with diameters between 3 and l0 ¡rm compared
to the removal of these frbres lrom the room air by
sedimentation. These fibres are then alter settling on
surlaces available lor skin contact or local redispersion
unless they are constantly and efficiently removed by
cleaning. This underlines the lact that ilaccumulation is

allowed to occur, even the load lrom a weak source may
be a cause of complaints about the indoor environment.

DISCUSSION

The knowiedge of low-level dosage effects related to
MMMF exposure is so lar very limited. A number of
causes ol complaints about indoor climate discomfort
may exist in 'sick buildings', in which most field studies
have been done [0].

Meanwhile it should be pointed out that a distinction
has to be made between the origin ol the fibres and their
size for analytical and preventive reasons when dealing
with this potential indoor contaminant. Most airborne
MMMF have diameters less than 3 ¡m. Fibres with diam-
eters less than 0.2 pm are not detectable by phase-contrast
optical microscopy (PCOM) analysis of air samples, but

EFFICIENCY OF SEDIMENTATION
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Fig. [. Average residence time lor fibres having aspect ratio 20 for various ventilation rates lf (left
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they constitute only a minor fraction Il l]. Concentrations
determined by PCOM are thus good indicators of the
presence of thin fibres. It is essential that PCOM is com-
bined with polarization techniques, since typically less
than lo/o of the fibres are MMMF [3].

The preventive measure of reducing exposure to res-
pirable fibres is partly to remove or reduce tbe sources
or to use dilution ventilation with clean air. However,
ventilation rates in modern energy-efficient buildings
without mechanical ventilation and a tight building
envelope may have natural infiltration rates in day-care
institutions well below 0.5 ACH [12]. Even in mechanically
ventilated schools and offices may ventilation rates
normally be lower than or equal to 4 ACH.

The simple theoretical calculations have shown that
these ventilation rates have no effect whatsoever on
large fibres and 'shots'. Regular and efficient cleaning of
all surfaces and objects which may be touched or dis-
turbed regularly or occasionally is thus the only pre-
ventive measure, if the sources can not be reduced or
removed. Visual inspection of surface contamination and
detection and quantification of MMMF in this settled
dust should always supplement the taking of air samples
during investigations of possible causes of eye, skin and
upper respiratory irritation, when the possible presence
of MMMF can not be excluded.

Methods for monitoring surface contamination have
been in use in other fields in which experience is already
present, such as wipe testing of toxic substances and
radionucleides [3]. For monitoring MMMF, use of
frnger- or foot-print lifters, which are special sticky foils
used for forensic purposes are superior. They have excel-
lent adhesive and optical properties and the foils can be
studied directly in an optical microscope at magniûca-
tions of 500 x , or higher [3].

So far the knowledge of emission of mineral fibres and
particulates from various materials in common use for
interior surfaces is not established, but the result of a
multiJab research project in Denmark dealing with
methods for testing fibre emission from ceiling boards is
in preparation [4]. An erosion test has been described
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